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To approach my topic we have to go back
to the year 1836 when the Alte Pinakothek
was opened in Munich (Figure 1) The Alte

Pinakolhek was built to house the superb
collection of the Bavarian king Ludwig i As
we know from letters between Ludwig and
his architect Leo von Klenze, special emphasis was laid on

-

as we would say today

- preventive conservation, Their correspondence mentions dust, noise and fire,

lights and the light was diffused by stucco
ceilings Eleven large furnaces in the cellar
allowed the galleries to be heated gently.

The heated air was distributed through a
tube system built inside the walls, which
prevented the distribution of sparks This
project began a long tradition of building

Again, its layout was defined by a cycle of

landscape paintings, this time by the
German nineteenth-century painter Carl
Rottmann The history of this building is
only parlly recorded, and little is known
about the technical details of the building,
However, the lighting conditions were de-

museums in Munich, museums thal - at
least in the case of the Alte Pinakothek -

scribed as being unsatisfactory'
Both buildings were destroyed by the

have been models for many later museum

The height of lhe largest room was defined

ln 1853, a second building, the Neue

British and American air forces in April and
July 1944, lt was only due to lhe determination of a few citizens that the Alte

by the format of Rubens's great Lasf

Pinakothek, was opened to house 'contemporary art' (Figure 2) lts architecture

Pinakothek was not demolished and replaced by a modern, 'better' architecture

was close to that of the Alte Pinakothek

After reconstruction it reopened in 1956 [1]

which were all of great concern to the king

Judgment. Big lanterns on top of the roof
allowed the daylight to pass through lay-

faÇade ¡n

buildings

a photogra?h

Figure 2 Neue P¡nakothek' from the norlh east, ¡n a Photogra?h
from before 1900.
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nearby Technical University. In 1981

cation had been installed, The longest Tbars ever used at this time in Germany

new Neue Pinakothek was opened (Figure

3), lts architect, Alexander Freiherr von

served to close the huge bomb crater

the

Branca, again explicitly followed Klenze's

roof and bricks from the nearby ruins of
military barracks were used in the walls.
Among the many difficulties, its architect
Hans Döllgast and his office expended

concepts concerning the room shape and

allowed the climate to be kept within so-

firmly within the 150 years of tradition
established by the Alte Prnakothek: we
recognize the huge staircase of the Alte

much effort to find an appropriate daylight

called international standards, the ICOM
recommendations of 1961 Christian
Wolters, the first director of the Doerner-

Pinakothek and the open space between
entrance hall and galleries adapted from
the Neue Pinakothek. In contrast to lhe two

Institut afterthe war, praised the new build-

other buildings,

ing as a 'conservation machine museum'

no longer follows lhe ad historical sketch
of a sequential development of ad. The

in

solution, A model wìth the different roof
types under discussion has survived, A
solution of the 1950s was finally adopted:
a flat roof with oversized roof-lights made

,

a

illumination. For the first time in the h¡story
of Munich's museums, full air conditioning

Ihink

a walk

through the galleries

(Ko n serv ie r u ng s m asc

Döllgast said, should allow every possible
use of the gallery in the future, The limited

Wolters took th¡s term from Garry Thomson,

parallel development of very different styles

and in his later years he told me that the
term's originally posit¡ve meaning lost its
glamour, due to growing doubts about

is reflected in the way the galleries

in

the

1950s, a small fire behìnd the textile wall
coverings in one of the galleries, unsatisfactory climatic condilions, and light flood-

h in

e M u s eu m).

modern museum architecture
symptoms of a nightmare?

-

I

the first

two key aspects where I have been

in-

volved, lighting and climate,

a

consensus about the lighting concept for

the top floor galleries, This consensus

/cle of

ry the

modern art museum sladed to become a

ling is

two further renovation campaigns in 1977
and 1998 lmproved security, new glazing,
UV protection, air conditioning and shad-

(nown

ing screens under the roof-lights were

r¡lding.

installed to satisfythe conservator's needs.

above were once located, and which had
served as a parking area since the war, the

re de-

However, the reconstruction of 1 956, and
the renovations ¡n the 1 970s and '90s, did

reality. On

are

accessible, Here, I would like to focus on

During the planning there was a broad

In 1992, the long-held vision of

ing the rooms every day, finally resulted in

Carl

works on paper, architecture, and design
of the twentieth and twentyJirst centuries,
Its architect, Stephan Braunfels, stayed

of clear glass, which, as a contemporary of

resourcesforthe reconstruction work

r

have seen this building, which has four
major collections presenting paintings,

after electric light and simple air-humidifi-

a huge site east of the

Alte

focused on three points:

Pinakothek, where the barracks mentioned
(1) The galleries wilh paintings, sculptures

and installat¡ons should use daylight
wherever possible

oy the

not improve the building to the extent

foundation stones for the Pinakothek der
l\,4oderne were laid. Again, thousands of
citizens supported this third Pinakothek

and

expected, they just made it different
The poorly regarded Neue Pinakothek,

generously with small and large donations,
The building work took 10 years and this

which dated from 1853, disappeared in
1949. More damaged than the Alte

new museum, opened in September2OO2,

)cture.

Pinakothek, its ruins were taken away and

over the world (Figure

Within the f¡rst

Due to careful engineering the f¡rst and the

156 [1]

the bricks used forthe reconstruction ofthe

eight months more than one million visitors

last goals were reached to a great extent

r¡l

rtermi-

:

Alte

îd

re-

¡s

(2) The period of a mixture of daylight and
adificial light should be limited.
(3) The light distribution should be as even
as possible, so that shadows offrames,

etc., could be avoided

now a main attraction for visitors from all

4)

2t

F¡gure

3

Main entrance of the new Neue P¡nakothek from the

Figure

4

Pinakothek der Moderne, from the norlh west

south
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First floor gatteries ín the Pinakothek der Moderne (photograph

F¡gure

6

Modet of the Rubens Gallery in the Alte Pinakothek before
destruct¡on (model: Johannes Baumstark, 1999)

Pinakothek the famous huge

(Figure 5). The museum has a reputation for

(Figure 5), the shading task is taken over by

In the Alte

being beautifully lit and all the critics praise
its light. However, there is a priceto be paid:

a double set of textile screens, one being

staircase from

semi-transparent white and the other
opaque white, Whereas the latter allows

climate buffer, stabilizing the climate in the
galleries, in combination with the first floor

the proportion of the lay-lights has grown

of light outside the

opening

constantly overthe last 150 years Whereas
in the Alte Pinakothek the original lay-lights

exclusion

covered only 24% of the gallery'sfloor plan,
in the 1956 reconstruction th¡s figure was

of daylight entering Light sensors in the

increased

to 38% With 40%, the

Neue

hours, the first screen controls the amounl
galleries and an inlelligent computer-based
light control allow the system to stay within

Pinakothek shows a similar propoÌtion, but
in the new museum this propotlion grew to

the l¡ght levels given by the conservator

nearly 100%, As a consequence, and far

under daylight is as easily achieved as the
presentation of Beuys's sensitive objects

more than

in

thetwo older buildings, we have

to face permanent radìation (light and heal)
input from the roof. This necessitated tech-

An exhibition of paintings at around 300 lux

at around 70

lux Fluorescent lamps above

the 1950s serves as

doors In contrast, the concept of

a

the

1980s resulted in an open entrance hall
withoul any separation of the hall from the
galleries ln the new museum, the air conditioning system has not only to compensate for the energy passing through the
skylights, but also from visitors, a huge
rotunda and the open staircases, Again,

the galleries are not separated from the
staircases and the rotunda by doors. To
our surprise, and due to the air conditioning

nically sophisticated daylight controls and

the lay-lights simulate daylighl illumìnation
in the evenings. UV-films in the lay-lights

heavy air conditioning.

round off this conservation concept,

not to be much affected by these factors,
Compared to the 1'l historic ovens of

ln the original design of the

Alte

Pinakothek, the elegant light lanterns had
an intelligent energy control: when the sun

Once the light has passed the lay-lights it
is diffused by a coffered ceiling. The resulting rllumination is even, cool, and covers all

was at ils highest position, a copper

the walls and corners homogeneously.

plated roof on top of the lantern hindered
the eniry of heat and light [2], Lighl measurements in a recently built model (Figure 6)
allowed us to conclude that the lighting

demanded ts a complex technical task
Due to the slow mechanics of the textile
screens, a butfering with adificial light is

However, to stay within the tight light levels

critics complained about winter light levels
being too low for copy¡sts working in the

frequently necessary to compensate for
a shod-term lack of light in the gallery.
As a result of a careful selection of the
fluorescent tubes, the mixture of daylight
and aÌtificial light is inv¡sible tothe untrained

galleries, ln the Pinakothek der Moderne

eye,

levels in the gallery were highly satìsfactory. This, however, may only be lrue from
our modern point of view, as contemporary

system chosen, the climatic siluation seems

the Alte Pinakothek, the air conditioning
concept of the new museum is far more
complex The most challenging point was
to fit any technical solution into the architect's concept of invisible services, leaving
the coffered ceil¡ng as far as possible
untouched The architect also had the
idea to create a trench at the wall/floor
connection on the first floor, In the beginning, this trench had only an aesthetic

function, but we slowly realized that the
in which we could use the lower pad of
the walls would be strongly affected by its

way
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into something of technical use for the

ence in Bilbao in 2OO4, which has New
Museums as one of its topics
The title of my presentation suggests
that there is something wrong w¡th the
building. lt suggests that the unexpected

gallery? The last of these questions has

success of the Pinakothekder Moderne, the

been solved by the implementatìon of an
upward displacement air conditioning sys-

beauty of the building, its stable climate, its
homogeneous illumination, and the archi-

tem, which has been selected because it is
not possible to glaze most modern and

tect's triumph are only one side

presence, How to place pa¡ntings durlng

hangìng? How

to

prevent visitors from

stumbling into the trench, or using it as a
rubbish bin? How to transform the trench

contemporary art. ln my exper¡ence, some
of the main disadvantages of classic air

of

st floor

of the
rce hall
om the
ìtr con-

)mpenrgh lhe

r

huge

Again,

rm the
:rs. To
itioning
SEEMS

actors,

ens of
itioning

r more
int was
>

archi-

leaving
ossible

ad the
all/floor
beginrsthetic

rat the
pad of
J by its

side really the conservator's nìghtmare? At
this point, I willfollow Perry Smith's maiernal
advice strictly: do not complainl She is right,
the architect's triumph is not necessarilythe

electrostatic charging, and the well-known
dirtying of all surfaces The upward dis-

conservator's nightmare, As a result of

placement system uses only about one-

scientistsand engineers , the open architecture of the Pinakothek der Moderne has
been transformed into a beautiful place

tenth of the air velocity of conventional air
conditioning systems (about 10-18 cm

e in the

other

dust,

conditioning are the transport

rs huge

ls the

per second). However, tests in a gallery
model room showed that an additional
15V. of au had to be added from the
coffered ceiling to mix the air in the room

close involvement by the conservators,

suitable for the exhibition of modern and
contemporary ad As my colleagues Bruno

Since the 1970s, the idea of the purpose a museum should serve has changed

radically. My experience is that this change
has taken place on the genetic level; to be
slightly sarcastic, most modern architects
usually have no ideawhat a museum should
be, exceptaplaceof publicexcitementand

personal vanity ln particular, the architect's role as an art¡st conflicts with our
praclical conservation needs. And ihere is
another problem: the longer I am involved
with museum building as a genuine profes-

sional task, the more my doubts grow
whether the formulation of international
standards' for climate, light and pollutants
really ìeads to a safer museum? All these

specifications did not lead to a different
architecture - as they should have - but to
the 'conservation machine' ¡n its worst
sense: over-equipped, expensive and, last

dedicated years of their professional lives
to this project - and I might tell you,

but not least, unsustainable This is where
Christian Wolters's and my doubts meet,
Forthis tragedy, we should not only blame

ing 85% of the air slowly permeates out of

this transformation was not easy; it was a
process of sleady effod, frequently against

the architects! As conservators, we clearly
contr¡buted to this development, for ex-

the trench into the gallery. Because the

the architect, and it is still a process of

incoming air is slightly cooler than the air in
the room, a lakeof coolair isformed, which

practical, daily involvement.

ample with the idea of unlimited use of
daylight and the parallel demand to stay

properly and to prevent layering of the slow
moving, upward displaced air. The remain-

Heimberg and Susanne Wiìlisch

- who both

a more

'conservation

within tight international climate standards
regardless of the architecture and the local

machine' as the Neue Pinakothek has been
praised for being, and, if so, is the 'con-

climate. ln the case of the Pinakothek der
Moderne both these demands contribute

spite ofthe high energy inpul from the roof-

temporary conservation machine' not a

lights, the very many visitors and the open

cul-de-sac? From my few talks with Christian Wolters in his last years, I know that he

considerably to the complexity of the technical solution, to the high - and in the near

through heat input from the room slowly
warms up and disappears through the
coffered ceiling under the lay-lights, ln

entrance areas, the upward displacement
system seems to work, against conven-

tional museum air conditìoning wisdom.
According to the control sensors placed in
each room, the resulting climate seems to

be satisfactory, although any layering of
the air cannot be monitored in this way The

My concerns are of
nature. ls this museum

a

general

shared my doubts. The clearerthe philoso-

phy of conservation has become over the
last few decades, the less modern architectural concepts seem to serve our conservation goals. Whereas Leo von Klenze

whole air conditioning system seems to
work pretty slowly, with a small number of
changes per hour (3-4 times) and within

energy consumption

When I started my professional career,

the classical idea of the museum as a
location where our socieiy exhibits, collects, stores and investigates its collective
memories was still valid, Around three
years ago I read Gregory Benford's book
on 'Deep Time' messages [3]. This book

the spacious open architecture ofthe Neue

simply turned my mind upside down, and

Pinakothek with an overkill of air conditioning. Only this, and not the architecture itself ,

remains difficult to place paintings during
hanging, that visitors frequenily stumble

allowed the Neue Pinakothekto serve as a
'conservation machine' In other words,

into the trench, especially close to the
/b used as a

the Neue Pinakothek without its machinery
would not be a 'conservation machine' at

rubbish bin All my observations may be
discussed in more detail at the llo confer-

all, which makes it so differentfrom theAlte
Pinakothek in its original 1836 design

sTUDTES

-

and the low sustainability of the building,

and his Alte Pinakothek were unwittingly
close to our modern approach of preventive conservation, von Branca combined

narrow temperature (+2'C) and relative
humidity (t3%) bands. I may add that it

entrances, and that the trench

future unaffordable

my steadily growing doubts about the
things we are doing were fuñher nourished
[4, 5]. I think we all agree that the classical
idea of a museum has clearìy been supported - maybe even modelled - by the
Alte Pinakothek during its long history. The
architects of the two other Pinakotheken
would state firmly that their buildings serve
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ad to the same extent I confess that

three architects created wonderful places

Alte Pinakothek could be closed and not
too much would happen to the valuable

to present the most precious objecls. But

collection over months, but the climale of

do they serve as containers for Deep Time

lhe Pinakothek der Moderne would drift

messages? Do they transport the substance of lhe objects and their content
unchanged into the future? ls the
'metastable' conservation machine of the

away within a few hours In the worst case

all
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